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SYMPOSIUM
ALTERNATIVE FuELS: POLICY, SCIENCE, AND ECONOMICS
FOREWARD
ROBERT A. BOHRER*
Environmental issues have been at the forefront of our national political
debate since the 1988 Presidential Campaign and show no signs of abating.1
The recent White House efforts to reshape national wetlands conservation
policy have provoked a political firestorm,2 while the debate over the final
shape of the EPA's regulations under the 1990 Clean Air Act is heating up.'
One of the most hotly debated issues in environmental protection has been
the feasibility and desirability of requiring the use of alternative fuels in
motor vehicles. 4
The issue of alternative fuels is a complex one, involving questions of
economics, environmental quality, technological feasibility, and energy
security. Given the interplay of these different perspectives and the gulf
between the various disciplines that are drawn on to resolve them (econom-
ics, engineering, environmental science and epidemiology, and international
geopolitics), it is not surprising that the debate over alternative fuels has
often been more strident than illuminating. It is against this background of
increased national interest and increasingly divergent analyses that I
organized a symposium on alternative fuels at the American Bar Associa-
tion's 1991 Annual Meeting in Atlanta.5
In an attempt to give a fair hearing to all points of view and to cover most
of the relevant questions, the panelists at the symposium included: Michael
Bradley, Director of the Northeast States for Coordinated Air Use Manage-
ment, who is most directly concerned with the environmental impacts of
current and proposed alternative fuels; Professor James Hartnett, Director of
the University of Illinois-Chicago's Energy Resources Center, a vigorous
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critic of current oil and energy policy; Norman Hinman, Manager of the
Biofuels Program at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, an expert
on the technological feasibility of improving the cost-effectiveness of ethanol
as an alternative fuel; Thomas Lareau, a senior economist with the American
Petroleum Institute, who staunchly defended the cost-effectiveness of
reformulated gasoline on environmental, economic, vehicle performance, and
energy security grounds; and David Rivkin, Jr., Associate General Counsel
for Legal Policy and Analysis in the Department of Energy, who provided
a background for and defense of the Bush Administration's National Energy
Strategy.
I am pleased that the results of the program will be made available to a
wider audience through this publication, for I believe that the program was
a significant contribution to the national debate on energy issues. Michael
Bradley's paper is an excellent overview of the alternative fuels issue from
the perspective of air pollution control, while Thomas Lareau's paper
provides a strong defense for reformulated gasoline as a response to those
concerns. Professor Hartnett's comparative analysis of U.S., German, and
Japanese energy policies and energy security is a strong indictment of U.S.
energy policy, while David Rivkin provides the generally conservative
defense of our current approach. Finally, Norman Hinman's paper provides
an important reminder that the technological component of the debate may
be changing faster than the economists and public policy experts are aware
and that the technology of tomorrow may provide radically different answers
to some of the fundamental questions in this field.
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